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THE COMPANY

THIS WEEK!

StockerCrew distributes all
manner of machinery for
Vegetation and Grass
Maintenance, Tool Carrier
Tractors, Front PTO & 3 Point
Lifters for Agricultural Tractors,
Switching cooling fans and other
accessories / implements.
StockerCrew's primary regard
is quality; an element essential
to the long term success of our
competitive position, reputation
and customer satisfaction.

StockerCrew and Sauter.
Front linkage and PTO specialists come together to form a winning partnership.
StockerCrew has been the leader in Australia for the supply of front linkage and
PTO kits for over 17 years. This extensive experience has led to this powerful
partnership. Sauter has appointed StockerCrew as the exclusive aftermarket
agent for Australia.
Sauter is a German based manufacturer of front linkage and PTO systems and is
a preferred supplier for OEM tractor manufacturers and has the experience of
over 80,000 units.
StockerCrew's experience coupled with Sauter's quality sets this partnership up for great success. The
first orders of Sauter linkage and PTO kits have already arrived and have been shipped to our dealers.

Great technology for work in the field
Optimum quality  latest technology  compact design  use worldwide
SAUTER Conception
Development, production, sales and technical support from one supplier
High application safety owing to a fully developed construction
Individual adaptation to the respective tractor type
Durable value conservation owing to an optimum adjustment to the
tractor design
Easy mounting due to complete kits and product design
Many uses owing to a compact design and a sophisticated kinematic
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mechanism
Maximum angle of turn and ground clearance of the tractor are
maintained
Individual range of accessories for the extension of the ranges of
application

 Scott Bramble

SAUTER Front Linkage
A name known in agriculture
Matching power introduction into the tractor structure
Two doubleacting cylinders with hardened and hardchrome plated piston
rods
Straightthrough lifting power transmission (see technical data)
The strong lower links are removable without any tools and easily
pivotable upwards
A generously dimensioned float adapter, which can be easily locked, makes
for optimum adjustment to surface conditions for all frontend implements
Cast support of lower links unites stability with good shape
Reversing valve with the following functions:
1. Singleacting
2. Doubleacting (for implements requiring lifting and pressing)
3. Locking of lifting and lowering (safe transport, no unintended lowering of the frontend
implement possible)

4. Integrated reducing throttle on request
Optional: Reversing switch with the following advantages:
1. Higher safety
2. Minimizing the probability of operating
errors on the front linkage and remote
outlet at the rear
3. Three switch positions: front linkage 
blocked  remote outlet at the rear
4. Integrated reversing valve doubleacting /
singleacting
5. Sensorcontrolled switch positions of front
control
6. Easy and ergonomic use from inside the cab
7. Compact mounting form

SAUTER Front PTO
Many years of experience and application
Gear with its own oilpressure supply and therefore independent from the
hydraulic system of the tractor
Multipledisc clutch runs noiselessly in an oil bath
Adaptation of the gear ratio to the rear PTO
Smooth startup characteristics for all frontend implements
Switchon and off by a pushbutton
Easy coupling due to a PTO end which can be manually turned
Easy and timesaving assembly, retrofitting without any problems
Economic front PTO 1=1.63 on request

Perfection down to the smallest detail
It stands to reason for us that flexibility and highest quality keep with the latest
technological developments in agricultural industry. Many years of experience,
uptodate production plants and qualified staff are the best prerequisite.
Ask your local Ag Dealer for further details or contact StockerCrew direct.
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